Maiduguri: IDP population Increase due to the influx of new displaced person from Some parts of (Gubio, Magumeri and Nganzai LGA).

Gwoza: IDP population Increase due to the new arrivals from the inaccessible wards of the LGA that were held captive by the NSAG, and some returning IDPs from Adamawa and Cameroon.

Gubio: IDP population decrease due to the several attack by the NSAG at the LGA which caused the Metropolitan Council.

Jalingo: IDP population decrease due to the IDPs returning to their place of origin as peace has been restored.

Abadam, Guzamala, kukawa, Marte and Nganzai LGAs were inaccessible during Round 29 assessments because of the recent attacks by Non State Armed Group (NSAG).

Top LGAs with IDPs population increase:

- Maiduguri: IDP population Increase due to the influx of new displaced person from Some parts of (Gubio, Magumeri and Nganzai LGA).
- Gwoza: IDP population Increase due to the new arrivals from the inaccessible wards of the LGA that were held captive by the NSAG, and some returning IDPs from Adamawa and Cameroon.
- Gubio: IDP population decrease due to the several attack by the NSAG at the LGA which caused the Metropolitan Council.
- Jalingo: IDP population decrease due to the IDPs returning to their place of origin as peace has been restored.

Abadam, Guzamala, kukawa, Marte and Nganzai LGAs were inaccessible during Round 29 assessments because of the recent attacks by Non State Armed Group (NSAG).

Top LGAs with IDPs population decrease:

- Maiduguri: IDP population Increase due to the influx of new displaced person from Some parts of (Gubio, Magumeri and Nganzai LGA).
- Gwoza: IDP population Increase due to the new arrivals from the inaccessible wards of the LGA that were held captive by the NSAG, and some returning IDPs from Adamawa and Cameroon.
- Gubio: IDP population decrease due to the several attack by the NSAG at the LGA which caused the Metropolitan Council.
- Jalingo: IDP population decrease due to the IDPs returning to their place of origin as peace has been restored.

Abadam, Guzamala, kukawa, Marte and Nganzai LGAs were inaccessible during Round 29 assessments because of the recent attacks by Non State Armed Group (NSAG).